
CULINARY ARTS

Culinary Chefs' expertise is a concept that has been practiced for many decades, mostly by world leading manufacturers.  In South Africa and 
many other developing countries it was seen as inferior for a chefs to have knowledge about food manufacturing. It wasn't part of their 
expertise - Food Technologist and Scientists took care of that department.  In the past 5-8 years we have seen more professional chefs join up 
with leading South African manufacturers for product development purposes. In this ever-changing world of digital platforms, the consumer 
has now found a place to voicing their flavour preferences. For decades professional Food Critics dominated this reviewers segment and it was 
strongly believed that the consumer/end-user will follow this written content. However, consumers have become food critics in their own right 
through the digital environment! Manufacturers in the culinary environment became aware that there is a missing link; traditional culinary 
produce sales were plummeting! Deep analysis revealed that the consumer's voice is hugely powerful - they needed a “flavour experience” and 
traditional produce didn't not offer this. In addition to the lack of experience, the produce could not be altered without destroying it! For this 
reason employing a culinary chef into the product development segment maked much more sense. Professional chefs compliment traditional 
food science development teams in the know-how of flavour explosion concepts in either bringing a traditional product to life by twisting the 
flavour or by changing the concept to a natural base where the consumer can explore in twisting the flavour to their own free will. Eating out is 
still on a rise as consumers feel distanced from conventional flavours offered by many manufacturers. Consumers want to be part of exploring 
and do not want to be dictated to by the same conventional add-ons/substitutes. Food Technologists have knowledge of industrialisation and 
chefs have the ability to capture the consumer's sixth sense…flavour!
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